Zero Entry Mentality
DEALING WITH THREE ISSUES CAN MINIMIZE THE NEED FOR EMPLOYEES TO ENTER BINS
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These two types of sweep auger systems, commonly available on the market, can be an important part of a reclaim
system designed to keep workers out of grain storage tanks.

causes some illness to employees who
must enter the bin.
“The goal we should strive for in the
future is the inclusion of a ruggedly-designed sweep auger, as part of a reclaim
system that does not require operator
entry into the bin and will completely
empty the bin while keeping operators
totally outside of the bin and, thus, out
of harm’s way.”
Discharge Sump Holes
What are the dimensions and design

characteristics of these holes in your
bins? How far apart are they spaced?
What options have you provided for
your employees, if one of the sump
holes plugs?
Too often, only simple 12-x-12-inch
openings every 10 to 12 feet across the
bin floor are provided. This is not adequate. We must make a more serious
investment in safety and handling efficiencies in this area of reclaim systems
and discharge sump holes in the future.
The holes need to be much larger and

spaced only 8 feet apart or closer.
In a future article, we will address issues such as suggested spacings and sizes
of discharge sump holes, dimensions
of service tunnels, slide gate designs,
capacities of takeaway drags, and other
issues that have been ignored too long.
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